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Dobson Clinches 
S GA Presidency 
Matt Regan returns for ~cqnd term as Student Trustee 
By Brett Peruzzi 
and Robert Flynn 
After a hard-fought cam-
paign •. Paul Dobson captured 
the SGA Presidency last 
week, after losing last year to 
present SGA President Rob 
Berger. 
Dobson, who campaigned 
extensively on campus, won 
out over present SGA 2nd 
Vice President Bill Bra$sH, 
511 to 390. 
The 1st Vice President spot 
was . won by Dave Kutcher, 
Dobson's running f!late and 
. campaign ally. Kutcher 
defeated SGA Senator At 
Large Jack Murray 503 to 
428. In the race for 2nd Vice 
President, SGA veteran Car-
rie Kulick easily defeated 
newcomer Matthew Donog-
hue, 594 to 318. 
The position ·of Executive 
Secretary wa~ won by incum-
bent Kelly Sullivan by a huge 
margin, 799 to 29, over write-
in candidate Xena Wallin. 
Laura BrauerwiH remainin 
office as active Treasurer. 
Cisco Meneses won the posi-
tion of Assistant Treasurer 
over Jerry Greenberg, 480 to 
401. 
In the bid for Student Trus-
tee, Matt Regan, who served 
last year as the first Student 
Trustee at BSC, achieved a 
narrow victory over SGA 
Senator Chris Harwood, in a 
vote that was so cl·ose it 
required several recounts. 
After the final recount Regan 
still came out on top by ten 
votes, 466 to ·456. 
Voter turnout for the elec-
tiop,, which also incl~cied 
efectio"ns for Senators and 
Class Officers for the classes 
. of 1984, 19.85, and 1986, was 
fairly heavy by campus 
standards. The official SGA 
figure put the total number of 
voters at 1007. 
Behind· The Election Scenes 
Charges Fly From Both Sides 
By Robert Flynn 
and Brett Peruzzi 
ft happ'ens in every elec-
tion, and last week's SGA 
election at BSC was no 
exception. 
People on both sides of the 
election hurl charges and 
accusations, tempers flare, 
rumors circulate. Lastweek's 
election was riddled with 
controversy as two candi-
dates battled it out for .proba-
bly the most powerful 
position a student can hold 
on the BSC campus, that of 
SGA President. Voters 
flocked to the polling table in 
front of the bookstore Wed-
nesday and Thursday to vote 
for the candidate of their cho-
ice. When the placards were 
tossed away and the shout-
ing died down in the hallway, 
accusations of unethical 
campaign practices were still 
being levied by both Bill 
Brassil and Paul Dobson. 
See ELECTION page 10 
One ofHerltageWeek's hlghllghts was theparade.hel~ on Tuesday~ For more. parade photos, 
See pages 12 and 13. · · .. · ' ' ·. Photo: Brett Psruzzi 
: .·.·.·. .. ;'~~.~;,~r~a.l(l(!'11:,,J,Ql .e11~1 ~goa,son W'()f k . Study 
Funds Run Out 
By Liz Cahill 
Due to lack of funds, BS C's 
work study program will end 
the week of May 15th.In pre-
vious years, the program 
extended into the finals 
period at the end of the aca-
demic year. 
David Marwick, Director of 
Financial Aid, said that the 
early cutoff date cannot be· 
blamed on the cuts by the 
Reagan administration. On 
the contrary, under "Reaga-
n om i cs" Bridgewater 
Campus Profile 
received a $92,000 increase 
in the rrational direct student 
loan program. 
The premature termination 
of the program this year is 
due to total utilization of 
funds, Marwick said. The 
work study program counts 
on attrition, he elaborated, 
and in previous years money 
could be granted to students 
wishing to work additional 
hours. Hence, the cutoff date 
for the program ran into the 
finals period after classes 
See FUNDS page 7 
Walter Deady 
By Kathy Donadlnl 
In every community there 
are individuals that just by 
their personality add so 
much to it. Meet Walter 
Deady, Program Manager of 
the library's Dial Access 
department, and "Rat" per-
sonality. When asked if he 
himself graduated from BSC, 
he replied, '1No, but my shoes 
did." ' 
Walter has worked in ·the 
Dial ·Access. department . for 
eight years now. He .does 
programming for. faculty, 
video. programs for the 
library, and handles the day 
to da ·running of the Dial 
Access machinery. 
He feels he is an adminis-
trator, not a technician. He 
alohg with Dr. Glenn Cook 
See DEADY. page 7 
off' 
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!Letters To The Editor I 
In Search of Intelligent Solutions 
Dear Editor, 
Today it was brought to my 
attention that the parking 
situation here on campus for 
commuting students has got-
ten completely out of hand. 
Being a fairly logical person 
(usually), I had drawn the 
erroneous conclusion that 
acceptance as a student car-
ried the implicit guarantee 
from the college that they 
had room for me. Since I am a 
commuting student, as a 
great many of the students 
are, having room for me 
means, also, having room for 
my car. Although that seems 
reasonable enough, it is far 
from the truth. 
It is my understanding that 
approximately 200 tickets a 
day are given out. While I can 
accept the probability that 
some students would park 
illegally anyway, I do not 
believe that all 200 of these 
people park illegally by cho-
ice. In fact, I know from per-
sonal experience that, at 
times, there are no legal 
spots available. Other spots 
seem to be not legal, yet they 
don't seem to be "ticketable" 
places. These, too, get used 
up. Yet, 200 more spots seem 
to be required at the present 
time, and more will be 
required if the upcoming 
freshman class has more 
commuters than the class 
now graduating. 
This is an institution for 
higher learning. Let's use that 
learning in a constructive 
manner to solve this ridicu-
lous situation. Anyone wish-
ing to contact me about this 
matter may reach me by cal-
Ii ng 823-5772 after 5:30 p.m. I 
think some sort of official 
request or action must be 
instigated. 
Louise Glass 
Class of 1986 
Endorsement Right or Wrong? The 
Art Dept. An open letter to the Com- You p;eople of The Com-
ment staff, ment staff may feel you were 
I was appalled at seeing within your rights as a news-
your endorsement of a candi- paper to endorse a candi-
Ponders 
date in last week's issue date, much like a large Dear Editor, 
(April 14) of The Comment. newspaper does in the politi- As a member of the Art 
BSC offers us students cal process of the United s b Department. I am now forced 
opportunities to develop tates, ut as a training to face a curious new struc-
skills in government, in work- ground and developmental tu re installed across the 
ing with people, and with the center for today's young 
media in our preparation tor_ ad u Its a.n d tomorrow's street from the art building. 
life in the "real world" after leaders---couldn't we at BSC At first the notion ?f hot dogs . 
college. I was disappointed rise abovewhat we see in the ~rossed my mi~d, then 
to see your endorsement of a world todav. and break new - tickets, th~n Salvation Army 
candidate - as being the only ground? To do thi.s we must drnp-off bins. . 
1 newspaper on. campus you objectively present all the Later we. were all .informed 
: ~ave 8:n obligation to report candidates with equal space that~ new mform8:t1on booth ~~~~~ ···~~~rd~t the ~tu<!ent body ~:;.~~~~a'.!,;d .. :~~~~~~~re~·~ 
dates' forum, the othercandi- Sincerely we were able to put two and 
date for the SGA presidency Christopher Keyes two together. 
was not even represented BSC Social Action Club . As you all know this is not a 
· . " . single entrance campus. 
r..__._._...__.._.._._~~---. -. ---------..... -------)There is. no lo~ical sin~le Letters to the Editor ~ placem~nt for an mformat~on ~ The Comment encourages letters to the Editor in response i booth .. s.o I am suggesting 
~to previously p_ublishe? ·articles, editorials, or features, or~ the add1t1on of 3 or 4 more to 
J other items of student interest. A/I letters must be typed (we i ?~~~r some more poss-
J can no longer accept longhand submission·s, particularly r 1b1ht1~s. 
I those in pencil) and should not exceed 250 -words. Please J Seriously, I wo.nder why submit all letters by Monday at noon. ·· ~ simple attractive campus . - i maps were not installed in 




(Established t 927) 
Edito.r~in~Chief 
Stuart E. Gardner 
Managing Editor 







By Matthew Peter Donoghue 
This commentary add-
resses itself, primarily, to 
what appears to be an 
increasing number of social-
imbeciles living at the Great 
Hill Dormitories, Shea/Dur-
gin _Halls. I find it interesting, 
in some perverse way or 
other, that seventeen, eight-
een and nineteen year olds, 
who have survived the disci-
pline of high school and 
some formal upbringing, are 
so easily amused by such 
insane activities as ripping 
toilets out of walls, collecting 
various telephone parts as 
souveniers, entering others 
rooms without permission, 
throwing_ rolls of toilet paper 
into the toilets, urinating on 
floors instead of in urinals or 
toilets, wiping shit on the 
stalls, recreationally pulling 
fire alarms at odd (or any) 
hours, treating the facility 
with a lack of respect for the 
amount of tax-payers' money 
that has gone into the .Hill, 
not to mention the concur-
rent depletion of students' 
security deposits to point-
zero, creating an environ-
maps could have answered 
most of the basic questions 
that visitors might have. Vis-
itors with more complicated 
questions could have been 
directed to the student Union 
· (where an information desk 
already exists) or to Boyden. 
The cost of the new booth 
and its maintenance the cost 
·of personnel to staff it, are 
curious choices in a time of 
across the board belt tighten-
ing. In the Art Department we 
have to fight for improve-
ments which are critical 
health issues as well as edu-
cational issues. Funding is 
always the problem. 
Lastly, as an artist I am par-
ticularly offended by the 
ment in which concentration 
on homework borders on the 
impossible, etc., etc .. , etc., ad 
infinitum. The reader should 
note, by now, a rather strange 
pre-occupation on the part of 
these few individuals with 
toilets, feces, urine, and --
how shall I say it?-- related 
'paraphenal ia.' 
Now then, a few questions 
come to mind: Under present 
conditions, is residence at 
Shea/Durgin a positive step 
in the maturing of B.S.C. 
freshmen? -- When will the 
administration come to grips 
with the impracticality of 
relegating some six-hundred 
freshmen and sophomores to 
one building (without the 
positive, and, obviously, 
badly needed influence of a. 
greater number of upRer-
classmen)? -- And when will 
the handful of idiots who are 
unable to restrain themselves 
from conduct that has the 
potential to make life so 
unpleasant (or, at least, 
inconvenient) for the other 
residents grow up, act like 
the adults biologists tell us 
they should be at their age, 
and Join the human race? · 
grossness of the structure, its 
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May 5, and maybe May 12. 
The Comment is a student supported and operated 
weekly newspaper serving the academic community of 
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is deter-
mined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the 
. Editorial Board. Re-publication ofall material herein 
is- prohibited without the expressed written permis-
sion of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted 
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the 
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250 
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified 
advertisemen_ts and all other written materials are 
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are availa-
ble upon request. Any person wishing to join The 
•Comment should contact either the Editor'"in:..Chief or 
the Managing Editor. All co,rrespondence should be 
addressed to The Comment, Student Union.Building, 
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324. 
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 2158. 
The Candidates Reply 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to thank the 
student body for participat-
ing in this year's SGA elec-
tions. Your concerns and 
votes gave many people the 
chance to represent the stu-
dent body for the coming 
year. Many of you showed 
support for my candidacy 
and thanks to your support, 
now I have the chance to 
represent you. I will do my 
best to achieve those goals 
set down during my candi-
dacy because they are essen-
tial if you, the student body, 
are to have confidence in the 
Student Government Associ-
ation. More than 900 students 
voted in this year's Presiden-
~ial election and it is good to 
!See that so many students got 
!Out to vote. I am happy to 
have the chance to represent 
~OU. 
Thanks again, 
Paul A. Dobson 
SGA President-elect 
Dear Students, 
President Deep once a week. 
In this informed meeting we 
will discuss matters mutually· 
concerning the administra-· 
tion and you, the consti-
tuency of the S.G.A. 
There isn't much more that 
needs to be said. I do, how-
ever, want to especially con-
g rat u 1 ate Student Trus-
tee-Elect Matt Regan and my 
running mate Paul A. Dob-
son. I look forward to work-
. i ng with them. Thank you, 
voters, and may 1983-84 bea 
success for you as well as for 
us. 
Sincerely, 
David A. Kutcher 
An open letter to the students 
of BSC 
I would like to thank all 
those that participted and 
voted in last week's election. 
Nearly one thousand stu-
dents voted and that is a good 
sign that apathy is on the 
decline. As your newly 
elected Student Trustee, I 
will do everything within my 
power to serve you as best I 
Thank you for the support can. I welcome any and all 
that you gave me in the elec- suggestions. Remember I 
tion on the 20th and 21st. As can be twice as effective if I 
1st Vice President of the have your support. 
S.G.A., I will do my very best I would also like to thank 
to reflect the honor and my opponent Chris Harwood 
integrity of the Bridgewater for his intregrity and good 
student body. sportsmanship, all those that 
Found - 1 green down vest. 
Owner can claim it at the hill 
(you know where) 
Two females needed to 
sublet three bedroom apart-
ment. End of May through 
August. Call 697-8428. 
Part-time counseling posi-
tion with developmentally 
disabled adults. B.A. Degree 
in related field with two 
years counseling expe-
rience preferred. Send 
resume to BAARC, 389 Main 
St., Brockton, Ma. 02401. 
Assistant Skills Instructor 
for day activities program 
providing instruction and 
training to developmentally 
disabled adults. Excellent 
fringe benefits. Send 
resumes to Brockton Area 
Associciation for Retarded 
-Citizens Day Activities Pro-
gram, 91 Copeland Street, 
West Bridgewater, Ma. 
02379. 
Wanted - A roommate to 
share a house in Hyannis. 
$600. Located on East Main 
Street. Contact Bonnie in 
512 Shea. 
For sale: 1981 Suzuki GS 450 
L Color Black. Only 5,000 
miles. Mint condition. Must 
sell $1,000 firm. Ext. 1283. 
Ask for Rob, Rm. 126, Scott 
Hall. 
For Sale - 1967 Dodge Dart. 
Reliable transportati.n. $450. 
See Carl or Andy in 109 Dur-: 
gin, Ext. 2331. 
The campaign issues I voted for me and special 
addressed will be handled to thanks to Dave Robichaud, 
the best of my ability; My WBJM, and Phi Pi Delta for 
responsibility as presiding sponsoring Candidates 
officer of the Senate will Night, Mike B. and Sigma Chi 
entail insuring efficient and for their support, Karen 
effective meetings. I will Trainor and friends, the 
encourage the Senate to S.G.A for holding ttie elec-
work harmoniously. You the tions, V.P. Deep for his con-
voters have entrusted the cern and caring in watching 
Senate as well as the class over the elections, Lenny 
officers and officers of the Recupero, Steve Ijams, Paul 
S~G.A. with a job; let me Foster and Bob Hooper, 
assure you, we will do our Carol Connelly, Patti, David, f..-.-Brlct;;~-;;-:----~ 
best. and Bug for her understand- . r Family Day Care i 
Permit me to add that we ing support. J r 
·11 · k h d. 'th th ~·we're always available, we're\ l 
w1 wor ar w1 e Sincerely, l 
administration. In fact, Paul reasonable, .. and. we provide 
Dobson and myself will visit Matt Regan fantastic child care. . ~ 
1..!.=====================================::::..1 L.-..-.S.1.~.::.~ ........ _J 
Psychologically Yours 
·ey Dr. Richard ·T. Colgan 
Calendar now these impor-
tant dates, times, arid meet-
ings for some highly 
interesting and informative 
PSYCHOLOGY reports, stu-
dies, discussions,. and pres-
entations. The Annual Spring 
Meeting of the Massachu-
setts Psychological Associa-
tion shall be held May 
19-20-21 at the Boston Park 
Plaza Hotel, and.' your PSY-
CHOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
FACULTY shall be making 
several outstanding presen-
tion. 
"Academic Identity Among 
Psychologists" is the theme 
of structured group discus-
sion to be held May 20th from 
2:30 - 3:50p.m., in. Rm; 413 of· 
the Park Plaza Hotel, The 
moderator shall be Dr.Susan 
Todd. 
On Saturday, May 21st, 
from 9-10:20 a.m., in Rm 402, 
Psychology Department 
Chairman Dr. Louis Schip-
pers will be the moderator for 
the presentation entitled, 
"Applications of Object Rela-
tions Theory: Adoption, Mid-
life Change, and Marital 
Conflict." At the same hour, 
in Rm. 413, Dr. James 
Scroggs will be a respondent 
to the prese!1tation, "An 
Established Cannon? Text-
book Orthodoxy in Psychol-
ogy." Also, on Saturday,·May 
21st, from 10:30-11 :50 a.m. in 
Rm· 436 Dr. Richard E. Staf-
ford will present "Student 
Attitudes Concerning the 
Threat of Nuclear War;" 
Students with identifica-: 
tion enjoy a generous Regis .. 
tration Fee of only $5.00 
which entitles them to parti-
cipte at all but the Workshop 
Sessions. "Look. forward to 
seeing you!" 
*** 
The highest of scholarly 
laurels and warmest of aca-
demic congratultions are 
accorded the following stu-
dents for their exemplary 
research studies and presen-
tations at the 10th Annual 
Greater Boston Undergradu-
ate Research Paper Confer-
ence held at Suffolk 
University this past week. 
The research-scholars are: 
Michael Stowe, Ronda Fac-
chini, Roberta Harvey, Arlene 
Solomon, Cheryl DeFarias, 
Carey Lambert, Katherine 
Hall, Janet Tabaroni, and 
Robert Randall. 
And .Jor you aspiring 
research-scholars, don't for-
get. .. ne~t year's· annual 
Undergraduate Research 
Paper · Conference shall be 
hosted by· the Psychology 
Department, BrMgewater 
State College, What better 
time NOW to begin preparing 
for your own research study! 
*** 
"f.he American Psychologi-
cal association recently 
announced that is has pur-
chased Psychology Today-, 
the popular •monthly maga-
zine devoted to hum an 
behavior. 
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Announcements 
Navy Recruiter Here 
Students interested in the U.S. Navy's program· in ROTC or 
Officer Candidate School Program in Flight Trainging will be 
able to speak with a representative on campus. On Wednes-
day, May 4, 1983 from 10-2 at a table across from the Book-
store in the Student Union Building, Lt. Jerry Burgess willbe 
here to meet with interested students. 
Dinosaur Annex Music Ensemble 
In celebration of May Day, Dinosaur Annex Music Ensemble 
performs on Sunday, May 1, 1983 in a concert and prelude at 
the First and Second Church in Boston, 66 Marlborough 
Street. Commencing at 8:00 p.m., the concert includes 
Edmund Haine's Ecloque, Op. 15; Scott Wheeler's Trio{1983); 
Claude Debussy's Sonata for Flute, Viola and Harp; and 
Arnold Schoenberg's Suite, Op. 29. At 7:30 p.m., as prelude to 
the concert, Violinist Louis Krasner will speak. Mr. Krasner 
premiered both the Berg and LSchoenberg Violin Concertos. 
Tickets are $6; students and seniors with 1.0., $4 at the door. 
For more information, call 262-0650. 
Attention - AH Studentsm 
The University of Lowell is offering a Master's Program in 
Community/Psychology. We want to share with you the 
opportunity to consider this. program for your graduate's 
work. 
Community psychology is a field interested in community 
networks and institutions which affect the quality of people's 
lives. The development of self-help programs, organizing 
community groups to help themselves with regard to housing, 
safety and crime issues, bridging the gap between community 
and institutions, and advocating for political and personat 
rights would include a few of the areas community psychol-
ogy addresses. Community psychologists have received 
training to help people help themselves as well as the skills to 
introduce change for the purppose of better meeting the 
needs of people. · 
The course work combines fieldwork in the community as 
well as a background of psychological knowledge to move 
toward a professional background essential to a community 
psychologist. After graduating, students may choose work in 
a variety of roles, including community organizer, planner-. 
designer, program evaluator or researcher. 
Application packets and catalogues are available at our 
omce in Mahoney Hal\ (Room 100), South Campus, 452.-5000, 
ext. 2436. Please caU.us with any questions; Wewelcomeyour 
inquiries! 
"Managing and Developing the Harbor for the Future" 
There will be a panel discussion at the New England Aqua-
rium, Central Wharf, 742-8830, ext. 250 on Thursday, May5, at 
7 p.m. Free admission! The panelists will include: David Davis, 
Director of Massport; Robert Ryan, Deputy Mayor for Devel-
.opme'nt, City of Boston; Arthur Lane, President, Boston Ship-
ping Associates, Inc.; and Thomas Ennen, Executive Director, 
Boston Harbor Asocia1es. The Moderator is the Honorable 
Willliam M. Bulger, President, Massachusetts State Senate. 
Earth Sciences and. Geography Dept Presents Lecture 
The Earth and Geography Dept. will present a lecture by 
David Clapp, Director of Sanctuaries of South Eastern Mass of 
Mass Audobon Society, on Migratory Birds and Coastal Land 
Forms on Wednesday, May 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the Science 
Lecture Hall. Free coffee and donuts will be served at 7:00 p.m. 
in Rm. 309. Any questions - call Pat, 2119. 
Elementary Education Malors 
You are cordially invited to attend an Italian dinner given for 
the Senior Elementary Education Majors by the Junior Class 
on Wednesday, May 11th, at 7:00 p.m. at the Catholic Center. 
A donation of $2.00 will be asked that evening. 
It is important for us to have an approximate number of who 
will be attending. Please fill out out on a piece of paper your 
name, class year, and a yes or no reply, and leave it it in the 
envelope on the door of Judy Decker's office by April 30th. 
Juniors Considering Medical School 
If you will be a senior this September and plan on applying 
to medical school for fal I '84 you should be aware that the next 
MCAT (Medical College Admissions Test ... Required for all 
medical school admissions) is scheduled to be given October. 
1, i983. Deadline to registerisSeptember2, 1983.Sincethisis · 
before you come back to campus, you should either pick one 
up in the Career Planning and Placement Office before .leav-
ing campus this spring or write for one over the summer. Ask 
for the MCA T 1983 Registration Packet. 
MCAT Registration 
The American College Testing Program 
P.O. Box 414 
Iowa City, IA 52243 
Personals 
Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper 
and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting person-
als you must show your BridgewaterID. Yourname is for our 
records only, and need not appear.in print. Remember if we 
can't read it we won't type it! 
4 The Comment Thursday, April 28, 1983 
Entertainment 
EQUUS 
April 29, 30 
May s,·6, 7 
EQUUS EQUUS EQUUS EQUUS EQUUS EQUUS .EQUUS 
The Rat Becomes A 
Roomful of Blues 
By Robert Flynn 
Q: How hot was Roomful of 
Blues last Thursday night in 
the Rat? A: They were so hot 
that Walter Deady and Sully 
were dancing. (not with each 
other). 
Playing a rich mixture of 
rhythm and blues, rock and 
rol I and jazz, Roomful of 
Blues lit up the capacity recently added bass player 
crowd with such jump banq ·. formerly with the local favor-
tunes as Hot Little Mama and ites The Memphis Rockabilly 
Nervous Fellow. :Band) gives a solid base for 
The real strength of Room- Greg Piccolo's fiery vocals. 
ful of Blues is in the incredi- Although $1500 for a single 
bly tight five piece · horn Rat band is a bit steep, all 
section consisting of th.ree . thb'se who were allowed to 
saxes, a trumpet and trori\- attend (all those who were 20 
bone. This, coupled with a and over and got there early 
hot rhythm section(with a ·enough) had a great time. 




By Edgar Comma, 
The Phantom Diner, critic on such subjects as the food at 
Tillinghast Cafeteria, water faucets, dances: (Atlantics, Betty 
and the Rockers, the Feds, Joe Dorley Band), Bears Basket-. 
ball team and The Children's Theatre, is dead. 
His death is somewhat of a controversy as no one can find 
the body. His meal ticket, torn in half, was discovered in the 
Campus Mail room last Monday. 
Mister Diner was repo1ted missing by Tilly Sweet when he 
failed to take her to the Campus Cuisine Contest in the Rat. 
Ms. Sweet in a recent press conference said tearfully, "He had 
a splendid Pecan Pie recipe that he said would revolutionize 
th.e desserts at Tillinghast. Now he's gone. Sob. And so is the 
recipe!" 
The police suspect foul play but refuse to release any.infor-
mation. Rumour has it that the public may· never find the body 
of Mister Diner because if he is lost in the mail room ---well 
everyone knows how fast mail travels in Bridewater. 
A critic without a name or any substantial facts is gone. The 
Comment upon hearing the news stated, "Well we're having 
sort of a farewell party for him. Too bad he won't be here to 
share in the fun. Lots of lemon pies, too." This reporter anyway 
is sorry to see "11ister Diner depart. When will we find the real 
answers behind his death? We may never know. 
~~~ ~I~~ 
Celebrating Celebrations I 
Celebrations: In Kenmore 
Square on 533 Common-
wealth Ave. 
By Scott Esau 
Celebrations is a nightclub 
with a nightlife. From a dark 
alleyway you're introduced 
to a world of lights, scents 
and most of all, sounds. Your 
l.D.'s (required) are checked 
by two formidable looking 
doormen, and if you're one of 
the blessed who happens to 
be over 20, a white bracelet is 
stapled around your.· wrist. 
For those unfortunate, like 
me, your Wrist goes bare. 
There is a dress code of no 
sneakers, T-shirts, or jeans, 
so beware. The price is $6.00 
for those under 20, and $5.00 
for those with the major white 
bracelet. 
Once you have paid, you 
descend down a steep stair-
case plastered with faces and 
bodies of famous singers. At 
the bottom you're greeted by 
a ticket taker and you're 
finally in. For 50 cents you 
our coat or carr 
it for the rest of the evening. 
Believe me, either leave your 
coat in your car or spend the 
50 cents. 
The place is overwhelming. 
Dark with flashing lights, 
colors assault you, and the 
music engulfs all. Talking is 
difficult but not impossible. A 
raised terrace surrounds the 
dance floor with tables and 
chairs for the weary. The 
dance floor logically domi-
nates- the scene with its mir-
rored ceiling strewn with 
lights of all discriptions, and 
its glittering polished wood 
floor. Pe,ople are here to 
dance and that's what they 
do. 
The urge to dance is infec-
tious. You can actually feel 
the beat of the music pound-
ing against you from the 
speakers. Once you've 
carved yourself a place to 
dance, it's hard to keep it. 
People are constantly filling 
the floor making contact 
closer and closer. They play 
top 40 rock and pop and 
there's never a pause. The 
D.J. infuses the club with 
vitality, cracking jokes, and 
. . 
After dancing, you usually 
have to visit the bathrooms to 
compose yourself. They're 
not huge but they seldom get 
crowded. If you hang outside 
of the bath room tor too long 
you may be asked to move by 
the seemingly hundreds of 
bouncers or a friendly wai-
tress may ask you if you need 
anything---even drugs. 
Other ways to cool off are 
to play a few of the video 
games tucked away near the 
D.J.'s booth, or to get a drink. 
Drinks are $1.75 for soda, or 
$2.50 for alcoholic bever-
ages. They may not be worth 
it, but ·you'll need something 
to drink before the night is 
over. Light clothing is a must 
at Celebrations, because it 
does get hot. 
Celebrations is basically 
for people under 20 looking 
for a good time, and you can 
find it here. The lighting is 
fantastic, the atmosphere 
electric, and when you do 
drag yourself upstairs to real-
ity, they shrewdly give yot1 a 
peppermint breath mint. I 
suppose they've heard of 
older friends buying drinks 
too. 
More Heritage Jokes From 
\ 
.\1 
Compiled by Ralph The Kid 
1935 
Dr.Arnold: Who has done any 
reference reading? 
Student: I read some Davis. 
Dr.Arnold: That Jerome 
Davis? 
Student: No, I got it out of the 
library. 
1936 
"Fiddle sticks!," said the violi-
nist as he struck a sour note. 
Nothing Funny In 1937 
1938· 
Anyman may be able to read 
a woman like a book, but can 
he shut her up? 
MAY 1939 
"These are the Shovel Sis-
ters. Take your pick." 
SEPTEMBER 1939 
"There's a friend of mine I'd 
like to have you girls meet." 
LITERARY GIRL: What does 
he read? 
MERCENARY GJRL: How 
much money has he? 
SOCIETY GIRL: Who are his 
people? 
B.S.C. GIRL: WHERE is he? 
JANUARY 1940 
"She claims her face is her 
fortune, and you gotta admit 
that it runs into a ITeat figure.'' 
OCTOBER 1940 
He: You like men, I gather. 
"She: No, I like men I gather. 
1941 
The editors may sweat and 
toil 
Through half a year turmoil; 
Some sap will read these 
things 
And say, "I've read these 
jokes before." 
1942 
A Woodward inmate to 
roommate--- "I have an 
uncomfortable feeling we're 
. not being followed." 
No Silly Stuff In 1943 
1944 .. 
CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE: 
On campus nowadays, dun-
gar~.e,.~ . ~omprise ~ tha most 
'devasting of discussion$, 
even obscuring the Dewey 
vs. Roosevelt campaigns: ... 
The most heated battles are 
being waged in favor of 
"rolled" dungarees by those 
who oppose the assertion 
that a relaxing pedagogues 




According to the Daily 
Texan, the prof was asking 
the names of students in his 
class. "And your name, son?" 
"Jule, sir." 
"You shouldn't abbreviate. 
Your name is Julius." The 
prof went on to the next stu-
dent. "And your name is .. " 
"Billious, sir," replied the 
scared student. 
1948 
Tiny, after having seen "The 
Red Mill," proclaims that 
henceforth she will be known 
as Tina; "It's more refined," 
says she. 
1949 
Patient: "Doctor, what I need 
is something to stir me up, 
something to put me in a 
fighting mood. Did you put 
anything tike that fn this 
prescription?'' 
Doctor: "No, you'll find that in 
the biH." 
1950 
I had a girl named Passion 
I asked her for a date, · 
I took her out to dinner 
My, how Passion-ate! 
1951 
Maid: "The doctor is here, 
Professor.'' 
Professor: .. Dear me! I'm in 
bed ... I can't see him ... you'll 
have to tell him I'm ill." 
1952 
A young Bridgewater lad 
anxious to make an impres-
sion, took a girl out to a soda 
fountain. "What'll you have?" 
he asked. 
"I think I'll have a banana 
split." 
,'."G.o ahead. take ;the .. whole 
· ba.nana. I can· afford it." · ' 
Jokes banned In 1953 
1954 
"Dear Dad: Gue$$ what I 




Dear Sonny: NOthing NOvel 
or new here. NOne left. Write · 
us aNOther letter soon. Dad." 
1955 
Shakespeare at B.S.C. 
Defense of oneself in class: 
"My lady, I have not slept one 
wink." Cymbaline, Act Ill, sc 
4. . 
On an overlong class: "On 
the sixth hour, at which time, 
My lord, you said our work 
should cease." The Tempest, 
Act V, SC 1. .,, 
1956 . 
What is Elvis Presley? 
A poor fe.llow who has St. 
Vitus dance and rheumatism 
at the same time, causing 





Advice to struggling students 
from Mr. Gannon: ''Crime 
doesn't pay, but the hours are 
short." 
1964 
Memo to all students:"."-ln the 
future when you are planning 
to buy books it is suggested 
that you bring a chaise 
l.ounge, a well provished sty-
rofoam picnic basket, a can-
teen filled with your favorite 
liquid refreshment, a porta-
ble T.V., reading material, 
and asprin for your wait 
along the Heritage Trail. It is 
also suggested that a nurse 
be on duty for all survivors 
finally emerging from the 
bookstore. 
1965 
'.!!t~!sday, April 28, 1983 The Comment 
astassia Kinski and Rudolf Nureyev begin a pas-
ionate encounter, in the film, Exposed, starring 
astassia Kinski, Rudolf Nureyev and Harvey Kei-
el. The James Toback film was written, prodL1ced1 
nd directed by Toback, with Ser e Silberman 
The Comment 
Dear M--, 
I have so many problems that 
I just don't know which one I 
should start with. I have gone 
f.9r . pr,ofessional help and 
have come away dissati.sfied. 
What do I do now? I need 




Have you considered teach-
ing as a profession? 
M--
1986 
Great Hill is to be the site of a 
new dorm--sorry girls, but 
the hill's not going to be co-
ed anymore. 
1967 
The new draft idea--a 
nat.ional lottery--just greaU 
It's American roulette--all the 
g L:Jys get a chance to play 
dead. 
1968 
Q. Is there any truth in the 
rumor that they might wash 
the shower curtains in Great 
Hill some Hme this year? 
A. Yes--most likely they will 
be washed over the Christ-
mas vacation. 
1969 
Q. Would y.ou please explain 
why the men residents must 
keep their doors WIDE open 
when entertaining womeh 
during the new women'd vis-
iting "privilege" on Saturdays 
and Sundays? I'm not trying 
to be wise by asking this' 
questiori. I'm very si.ncere. 
A~ This was part of the prop-
osal of the Dormitory Council 
for open house. Dean Deep, 
in response" to this question, 
said the reasons behind this 
rule "were obvious~" 
1970 
FOOD RIOT AT GREAT HILL 
Bridgewater--A minor food 
riot broke out at Great Hill 
last evening over the quality 
of the food being served. 
Reportedly the students 
started throwing food on the 
floor and against the walls. 
Jack Phareus, Servomatfon 
Manager, was called to Great 
Hill from Tillinghast and 
quieted the students. 
1971 
Pat Paulson at . BSC com-
mented on the Women's Lib 
Movement, summing it up 
beautifully by saying, "I don't 
think we should judge people 
by the shape of their skin." 
1972?????? 
1973 
GOD is like FORD. "He has a 
better idea." , 
GOD is like COKE. "He's the 
real thing." 
GOD is like TONY THE 
TIGER. "He's Grrrrrreatl!" 
1974????? 
1975 
The latest· fad to hit the 
streets is Pie throwing. It is 
now possible to take a con-
tract out on a person from the 
mysterious Pl E MAN and 
expect to have him done in 
with a pie smacked in the 
face. 
1976 
Students' view on school 
lunch: 
."I expected bad food this 
year and my expectations 
were overly f u If i lied." "If they 
supplied alka-seltzer with 
every meal, it really wouldn't 
be too bad." 
1977 is the same as '78: 
Nothing! 
April 1,1979 
SGA HIRES HOOKERSI 
SGA's Fornication Commit~ 
tee has hired two competent 
prostitutes, Joanne Smi.th 
and Stephenie Jones, to pro-
vide information and services 
in sexual matters at BSC 
students. 
1980w· 1981--No jokes herel 
1982 
The Radio Joke That Almost , 
Ended All Jokes! 
"Did you hear about the pros-
titute who went to college 
·and majored in psychology? 
Nqw, for $100, she'll blow 
your mind!" 
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Entertainment 
Hey Gang! Let's Play 
The Registration Game Studio Art 
By Kevin Roberts 
"Hillary Massage come on 
up! You're the next contest-
ant to play on The Registra-
tion Is Your Life! And here's 
everybodys favorite game 
host, Mister Register himself, 
Freddy Lackluster!" 
(Applause! Applause!) 
A tall blond girl wearing 
tight chic jeans and an awful 
plaid top screams hysteri-
cally as sh~ pushes her fellow 
students and makes her way 
up the closed doors leading 
into the Student Union Bal-
lroom. Freddy Lackluster, 
known for his black pencil 
mustashe, greets the uncon-
trollable girl with a kiss. 
"You must be Hillary! I see 
you already have your green 
cards filled with - exciting 
courses for next semester!" 
cries out Lackluster. 
"Oh yes, yes Freddy!" 
"Well throw those courses 
away! They're all invalid! The 
wrong course offerings 
catalog was sent out to all the 
students as a joke! Who says 
the Register's Office doesn't 
have>asertse~ot humor\ .. HA\ 
HAl" . . 
(Laugh! Laugh!) 
"What do I do now?"asks 
Hillary. 
"f have in my hand a brand 
new green card already 
signed by your advisor!" 
"Goody! Thankyou, 
Freddy!" 
"Not so fast! Before I give 
you this card you must first 




"Excellentt You're a junior, 
right?" 
"Correct Freddy weddy!11 
"You've seen your Advisor 
before?" 
"Uh--er, no, not yet." 
(Boo!Boo!) 
"What a shame! We have 
with us three people all 
·claiming to be your Advisor!" 
Three people, two men and 
a woman approach Hillary. 
"I am Hillary's Advisorf" 
says a tall fat man. 
"I am Hillary's Advisor!" 
squeaks a short bald man. 
"I am Hillary's Advisor!" 
whispers a heavy set middle 
age woman. 
"My;' my," Lackluster 
shakes his head,"this looks 
as if it's going to be a toughy! 
Which one is telling the 
truth?" 
"Number two! Th~ short 
bald headed man is my Advi-
sor!" screams Hillary. 
"Will the real Advisor 
please sit down!" 
The three suspects glance 
at each other but not one of 
them sits down. 
A confused Hillary asks, 111 
don't understand, what's 
going on?"· 
"That's right, Hillary, you 
don't! None of these three are 
your Advisors. Dr. Boui·pon, 
your real Advisor, is still :tak-
ing in the sun on the beaches 
of fabulous Florida! Intact 
·this green card in my hand \s 
actually a postcard from him! 
He writes: 
courseyouobtain.Stayaway The director of CHARLIE BROWN and CAGED 
from Professor Crackerjack brings to you another sixty r:ninutes of solid 
because he's likely to get car- t rt · t 
d h' en e am men ..... rie away once 1s eyes see STUDIO ART 
you. You must have the same 
number of course cards as The BSC Ensemble Theatre proudly presents it's 
the number of stamps on second smash hit studio of the semester. Student 
your master card. You can't director, Marci G. Miles, has combined music, 
change any of your courses 
or lead a camel to a dry well. dance, drama, comedy, mime, magic, impressions, 
Hand in ALL cards at the and creative writing into this original, ambitious 
EXIT table where Mrs. Ban- presentation of Art. BSC students performing in 
dage is doing her needle- STUDIO ART include: Mike Cambell, Letitia Riel, point. Steve Seconds, our 
official time keeper, is over at Linda Keller, Kathy Russel, Denise Cormier, Brenda 
Boyden Hall. When you hear Walsh, Elaine Sheffield, Lars Colson, Jean Prall, 
those bells ring you know Marion Norton, Kerri Rock, Mike Riccardi, and Kerri 
you're out of time. You only 
get three minutes! You folks Rock, David Leo, Skye Dumulin and Kris Glauben 
out here in the lobby can will perform in the band. ADMISSION IS FREE!! 
watch on the monitor. As There are only two shows at 7p.m. on May 10th and 
soon as you step through · S U D R s · · f" t these doors the clock will be 11th in the . . emonsration oom. eating IS irs 
running. Do you unde~ 11=c=o=m=e~f=ir=s=t=s=e=r=v=e=·=D~o=n=1~M=i=s=s=O~u=t=!!~~~~~~~= stand?" 
"Yes, yes Freddy!" 
"Well don't run away yet! 
Hillary, how would YOU like 
to make a deal? You can take 
this green card, the master 
card, Professor Crackerjack 
and risk having class con-
flicts OR you can take what's 
behind curtain number one! 
What will it be?" 
· (Take the Curtain! No, take 
Professor Crackerjack! No, 
The CURTAIN!) . 
"1--1--1'11 take the cur- MARDI GRAS MASQUERADE BALL 
Having a wonderful time} · tain!"screams Hillary. Don't miss the social event of the year! April 28 8--12p.m. in the 
S.U. Ball Room. Open to all students, faculty, staff and admin-
istration. Tickets at the Info Booth. 
Got smashed last night. I've (Applause! Applause!) 
got my eye set on this wild. "Suite yourself! Let's see 
brunette creature by the what Hillary's won! The cur-
name of Bambi. Girls every- tain please!" 
where! !'Ji be back late! The curtain spreads open 
So much for Dr. Bourbon! 
Now Hillary, fairs fair. I'll tell· 
you what J'm going to do. I'll. 
be your Advisor. Here's a 
brand new green card plus·· 
your computer master card.· 
All you have to do is present 
this master card at each table 
from which you obtain a 
course card. Have the master 
card stamped for each 
tc reveal a huge airplane. 
"Hillary Massage you have 
just won your own airplane 
and a new major!" 
"But I don't want to fly: I 
waflt History courses!" 
"Isn't she great folks? Well, 
that's a!I the ti me we have for 
this semester!. See you all. 
next fall. This is Freddy Lack-
1 us te r saying happy _ 
registratin~l" 
MUSIC IN THE RAT 
TGIF w/ Greg Daly in the Rat 4--7p.m. on April 29th 
Saturday: D.J. Dave Robichaud 1 Oa.m. in the Rat on April 30th 
3 STOOGES FILM FESTIVAL 
5 Short Films (with Curly!) Wed., May 4th 7p.m.--Library Lec-
ture HaU. Sponsored by: The History Club. 
RAT MOVIES 
May 2 & 4"M W 5p.m.--Stripes 7p.m.--Poltergiest 
Mays·& 5 TX (7p.m. Only) 5p.m.Poltergiest 7p.m. Stripes 
MOVIE LOUNGE 
Week of May 2nd 
11a.m. Eyes Of Laura Mars 
3p.m. Dracula 
Sp.m. Seduction Of Joe Tyan 
7 .m. E es Of Laura Mars 
Coming Soon: "Superman III" 
(far left photo) Clark Kent strips for action--to become the Man of Steel-'."" in Superman 111. 
(Center) Gus Gorman's (Richard Pryor) plans to outwit Superman don't fly-- but he """! 
does--when the Man of Steel (Christopher Reeve) rescues him in this moment. (Right 
photo) Megalomaniac millionaire Robert Vaughn and his playmate Pamela Stephenson......,'""" ....... ....,..~~~_,,.~'-"-""""""'......., ....... ~-.....,.. 
persuade wayward computer wizard Richard Pryor to program chaos throughout thel\' 
civilized world-- then destroy t~e Man of Steel-- in Superman Ill. _, ._ .. 
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Sigma Chi Establishes BSC Chapter 
(L to R) Dr. Dan Harrop, Consul Theta Zeta chapter of Sigma Chi, Mike Beleveau, Grand 
Consul George Jones, Theta Zeta AdvJsor Peter Pedula, and Provldlnce Coordinator Mike· 
_ Orslllo, at initiation last Saturday. 
Started by Pl Upsilon Pl Members 
By Maura A. Renehan 
M.l.T., Brown,. Cornell, 
Duke, Bridgewater State Col-
lege. What do all these 
schools have in common? 
They are the homes of 
Sigma Chi, an international 
fraternity founded in 1855 
which boasts more than 
160,000 members and 18t 
chapters across the U.S. and 
Canada. 
You may be surprised to 
find Bridgewater among the 
ranks of Sigma Chi chapters 
because it was only recently-
-April 22nd and 23rd to be 
exact--that 37 members of 
the local fraternity, Pi 
Upsilon Pi were instafled as 
members of the Theta Zeta 
chapter of Sigma Chi. 
Mike Beliveau, a junior a 
BSC, is president of Sigma 
Chi. Ac.cording to Beliveau, 
Pi Upsilon Pi was started by a 
"handful of guys from the 
Hill" in January of 1981. 
Within two years the organi-
zation "snowballed" ·into a 
group of 43 active and seven 
inactive members including 
resident assistants, members 
of the judicial board, varsity 
athletes and others actively 
involved in campus life. 
The idea of joining Sigma 
Chi came about when Peter 
Padulla, a resident assistant 
from the Hill who has served 
as the group's advisor since 
its beginning, and one of the 
founding members of Phi 
Upsilon Pi, Paul Burns, met 
up with some Sigma Chi 
members from Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical University in 
Daytona Beach, Fla. in the 
spring of 1982. 
According to Beliveau, the 
men began talking about 
their respective fraternities 
and realized that 11some· of 
their ideals were the same." 
The following sum mer 
Padulla and Doug Smith who 
is vice president of the group~ 
flew to Colorado State to 
attend a Leadership Training 
Workshop. Within a year 
national visitors from Sigma 
Chi had visited BSC and 
approved the installment of a 
Sigma Chi chapter here. 
One of the reasons Pi 
Upsilon Pi's brothers were so 
interested in Sigma Chi was 
because of its strong alumni 
support. There are three 
Sigma Chi alumni chapters 
within a 50 mile radius of 
Bridgewater and brothers are 
always willing to pitch in and 
help out. Some of the more 
famous Sigma Chi alumni 
include; Tom Selleck, John 
Wayne, David .Letterman, 
David Hartman, President 
Grover Cleveland, Baltimore 
Orioles pitcher Jim Palmer 
and Dr. William DeVries, the 
surgeon who implanted an 
artificial heart in Seattle dent--
ist Barney Clark. 
Part of what makes the 
Theta Zeta chapter so unique 
from other fraternities which 
exist or have existed in the 
past at BSC is its commit-
tment to the school and to the 
community. 
According to Beliveau, 
most of the chapter's activi-
ties in the past have included 
ushering for commence 
ments and convocations, 
joining campus clean-u 
campaigns, and running fund 
,DEADY-· ----------------------------
(Continued from page 1) 
and Bob Gibbs have deve-
loped the Dial Access system 
to the success it has reached 
today. "We created .our own 
monster," he added. 
Don't. be mislead by that 
statement; Walter loves his 
job and even more evident he 
loves this campus. He stated 
simply, "This campus is my 
life and most of my waking 
hours are spent on it." He 
likes people, especially col-
lege students, and has known 
quite a few in his years on 
campus. 
He communicates well. 
Walter, I refer to him as Wal-
t~r because he would seem to 
have it no other way, was 
impressed by some older, 
caring people when he was 
younger, and hopes to play 
that same role of "scoutmas-
ter·~ or should I say "Ratmas-
ter" to BSC. It's not a 
conscious decision on his 
part but just Walter Deady 
being himself. 
Currently he is a member 
of the Friends of Bridgewater 
steering committee, which 
works to promote communi-
cation on campus. He has · 
just been nominated to the 
Board of Governors whiGh is 
a deeply felt honor to him. 
Walter works with Director 
of Community Services Dave 
Wilson and Dr. Glenn Cook, 
Director of Media Services in 
promoting BSC's public 
image. Walter is very enthusi-
astic about working with our 
own BSC Magazine on cable 
TV. He feels it has a lot of 
potential and encourages 
everyone to come and see 
what has been done so far in 
prod,ucing the show. 
As to Walter's secret for 
meeting and communicating 
with people, he himself could 
give me none. I think he com-. 
municates with students 
because he is a lot like us. He 
loves football games and now 
looks forward to sunny Sat-
urday afternoon rugby 
games. 
Now . as to why Walter 
Deady's shoes graduated 
from BSC, the story goes like 
this. One of his friends, a BSC 
student, was ready to gradu-
ate. Dressed in a brand new 
suit while his parents waited 
excitedly, he realized he had 
no shoes; they were forgot-
ten at home. 
Panicked, he went to Wal-
ter looking for help. The 
dilemma. was solved; they 
wore the same size shoes, so 
Walter let him borrow a pair 
of his. Walter's shoes gradu-
ated and the student did not 
have to wear his sneakers to 
Commencement. Walter still 
laughs at the whole idea, and 
added, "They were brand 
new shoes at that." 
raising activities for· such 
organizations as the Eunice 
Kennedy Shriver Center for . 
the Mentally Retarded in 
Boston and a clinic run by Dr. 
_Joseph Huber of the Health 
and Physical Education 
Department. 
editor of Sigma Chi Maga-
zine, involvement in fraterni-
ties and sororities is "a lot 
stronger than most people 
realize." 
He said that the 1960s was 
a falling off ti'me for fraternal 
organizations because "stu-
dent activism was a time of 
'do your own thing."' Now, he 
said, there is more of an 
involvement with community 
Although there is still a 
stigma attached to fraterni-
ties resulting fromthedaysof 
eating goldfish and movies 
such as "Animal House" Beli'.'" 
veau said that the goals and 
ideals of his chapter are 
much different. 
. and campus activities. 
"We encourage construc-
tive not destructive activi-
ties, "he said. adding that the 
group "sways away from 
public hazing." 
According to Fred Yoder, 
Yoder added that Pi. 
Upsilon Pi has made "signifi-
cant strides" to improve the 
fraternity image at BSC and 
the group is confident that its 
good example will help to 
pave the way for the success 
of other fraternities and sor-
orities on campus. 
Channel 4 reporter Dan Rea wH! speak In the library 
lecture hall on May 3 at 11;00 .. The Lecture ls spon .. 
sored by the Communication Club. 
FUNDS ... ·-----------------------------·------
( Continued from page 1) 
had ended. 
This extra money existed 
for a few reasons. First, 
money awarded to dropouts 
and transfers started the pool 
of funds. Money awarded to 
students who were dismissed 
because of unfulfilled job 
requirements added to the 
pool. 
Next, some students didn't 
earn the total amount given 
to them. This money could be 
re-routed to other students. 
Finally, surplus money 
from other institutional pro-
grams cou Id be transferred to 
the work study account. 
All other forms of institu-
tional funds, however--direct 
student loan, supp1emental 
educational opportunity 
grant, tuition waivers --have 
· run out of money. The direct 
loan and the SEOG expired 
. over semester break. The tui-
tion waiver had just $47 left in 
its accoun1. Fortunately, 
Morwick asked for and 
received an additiona1 
$25,000, which has already 
been directed toward 
recipients. 
On the brighter side of the 
issue. Morwick said. that the 
utilization of the funds will 
have a positive effect. even 
though it caused the early 
cutoff date. 
Institutions that do not use 
money given to them are cut 
the following year in order 
that federal assistance may. 
be directed to the colleges 
that need it most. 
As it stands now, BSC 
receives more money than its 
·sister insiitutions. Congress 
recently passed a bill that will 
increase federal aid to col-
leges approximately $50 mil-
lion. · 
Morwick hopes to expand 
institutional programs to new 
students .. Much of this money· 
however, will be added to the 
sums being rece1ved by pres-
ent students to compensate 
for rising expenses. 
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Children's Physical 
Developmental Clinic 
Be All That You Can Be ... 
.Now is the time to apply if 
you would like to be accepted 
·as a clinician in the Children's 
Physical Development Clinic 
here at Bridgewater State Col-. 
lege. How do you do it? It's 
simple. Just stop over at 
Dr.Joe Huber's office in Kelly 
Gymnasium, Room 103 or in 
the main· office of the Health, 
Physical Education and 
Recreation 'Department, and. 
pick up. an application, com-
plete it and return it. Applica· 
. tiona ........ wm, ..... he , available now· 
until tJ1e middle of May for 
those interested in becoming 
clinicians or assistant clini-
cians for the 1983 Fall Session. 
It does not matter what class 
you are in, or what your major 
is. It is your interest in the 
Clinic that counts. Students 
currently working in the Clinic-
are majoring in the following 
disciplines: 




-Early Childhood Education 
-Elementary Education 
-Health 








The Clinic· .. is gOing into· its 
tenth year of operation here at 
Bridgewater, and is one of 40 
in the country but the only one 
in New England.> It was 
founded by Dr. Joe Huber, 
, who is its· director; he is also a 
pr,ofessor of Adapted Physical 
Education and Motor Devel-
opment Therapy. 
The Clinic program is 
devoted to the psycho-motor 
needs (play, sport and leisure 
time activities) and social 
improvement of special needs 
children and young adults 
ranging in age from 18 months 
through 22 years. 
Clinicians work with a spe-
cific child to whom they have 
been assigned on a one-to-one 
basis for a period of 8 weeks. 
Clinicians start their Saturday 
mornings with coffee and 
donuts (courtesy of the direc· 
tor) at about 7:30 a.m., and by 
n.oon time are·.on·their way·to 
their other weekend activites. 
The Clinic experience is a 
unique one. It is an experience 
to be remembered forever, 
involving the recognition of 
one's own facilities as well as 
the gratification that comes 
from helping others achieve a 
more enjoyable and meaning-
ful life despite their disabilities 
and handicaps. It is truly a 
great learning experience, and 
for some, it may be the only 
· "hands on" (practical) learning 
they will experience during 
their college years. . 
Many clinicians who h~ve 
gradu~t~d from BSC have 
commented on the value of 
their Clinic experience in 
acquiring jobs in their chosen 
field after graduation. 
Deadline for application is 
May 26, 1983 
Thursday) April 28, 1983 
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ELECTION--------------~---------~------­
. (Continued from page 1) 
Dobson charged that he 
was avictim,of racial discrim-
ination. "They (his. oppo-
nents) try to say· the.y're 
against me for·other reasons, 
but when you ask them what 
they are, they have nothing to 
say. They· give surface rea-
sons, but un·derneath it's-
raciat," said Dobson. 
He also claims this was the 
case. in his. unsuccessfu I bid 
.last year for SGA President 
against Rob Berger: Dobson 
claims that the election was 
fixed1through the stuffing of 
the ballot boxes;. This year, 
he says,. his election: flyers 
w~retorndown by his oppo-
nents and that inaccurate· 
charges·were leveled~at him 
at the WBIM/Phi Pi Delta 
debate. held. in the· Student 
Union Demonstration Room. 
Dobson claims that Bill 
Brassil copied ideas from his. 
campaign flyer, while Brassil 
maintains that it was Dobson 
who copied his flyer. 
Although the exact time of 
origin of the ideas and who 
had them first is unclear., The: 
Comment has discovered 
that Brassil had published his 
flyer first and that Brassil's 
flyer stated things. he had 
actively. accomplished while 
Dobson merely.stated that he 
supported the same issues. 
At the candidates' debate 
aired on WBIM. which, 
according to most observers, 
was won by Brassil, members 
of the audience attacked 
Dobson and his record. At 
the conclusion of the debate, 
Brassil lost his temper and 
launched into a long tirade 
against Dobson, stating that 
as an SGA senator Dobson 
had missed 25% of the Senate 
meetings, and had been late 
or left early· at another 25%. 
Senate records were falsi-
fied, according to Dobson, 
because of the "clique" in the 
SGA that opposes him.· SGA 
President Rob Berger vehe-
mently denies this accusa-
tion) and said that the figures 
Brassil brought up concern-
ing Dobson's Senate attend-
ance were i;tccurate. "The 
minutes of the Senate meet-
ings are on file in my office, 
and they accurately reflect 
Dobson's record," he said. 
Some election observers 
said that Dobson's suppor-
ters engaged in unethical 
practices while voting was 
going on in front o'f the book-
store. Some were allegedly 
grabbing passersby by the 
arm and asking them if they 
had voted yet, which could be 
seen as a form of harassment. 
One of Brassil's campaign 
workers was also allegedly 
harassed verbally by Dobsqn 
.~upporters. 
Student Union Director 
Rick Veno later'arrived on the 
scene after receiving a com-
plaint, and asked the cam-
paigners on both sides to not 
interfere with each other's 
campaign efforts. 
Another controversial 
aspect to the election 
involved The Comment itself. 
Many felt The Comment 
acted improperly in endors-
ing Bill Brassil on the editor-
ial page in the April -14 
edition, while some felt it was 
the newspaper's right to 
express its opinion. Another 
issue involved the letters 
from some of the candidates 
which appeared in the same 
issue. Some observers 
believed that the candidates 
who did not have letters 
printed were being excluded 
from having their views 
printed. The Comment did 
not solicit these letters from 
the candidates, nor were they 
part of a pre-planned or 
organized effort to present a 
complete forum of views 
from the candidates. The let-
ters were merely ones that 
The Comment received from 
some candidates who 
wanted to submit them, and 
no candidates who submitted 
letters were denied access to 
The Comment's pages. 
Whatever events occurred 
before, during, and after this 
election, the simple facts 
remain. The new SGA 
President-el·ect is Paul Dob-
son, and only the future will 
tell what the outcome of 
these events will be on the 
BSC campus. • 
SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS. UNIVERSITY 
AND 
UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL 
SECOND ANNUAL 
SUMMER STUDY IN FRENCH 
June 13, 1983 - July 22,1983 
Sponsor.ed by: SMU FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 
DIVISION OF CONTINUING STUDIES . 
Fbrlnformation Contact: DR. YOKEN 999-8335 or 994~4212 
"C.elebrate!. Country Pastimes of Shakespeare's Day" 
Join the Bridgewater Public Library's celebration of 
the· anniversary of William Shakespeare's birth by 
attending a performance by the New English Song and 
Dau nee Companie on Saturday, April 30 at 3 p.m. 
"Celebrate! Country Pastimes of Shake$peare's 
Day" is the title of the program which will feature Com-
panie members dressed in colorful, authentic cos-
tumes and speaking an archaic English dialect. They 
will perform songs, dances and music which date prior 
to 1651. 
Lighthearted banter and storytelling by the Com-
panie's colorful characters contribute to their spon-
taneous country style, while immersing the audience 
in the folkways of Shakespeare's Day. 
: A noHor .. profit organization, the New English Song 
and Daunce Companie is ded·icated to the preserva-
tion of country pastime of 17th century England and 
New England. They have appeared at Lexington's 
Museum of Our National Heritage, Boston's Museum 
of Fine Arts, The New England Artist Showcase Festi-
val, andatnumerous. schools, churchesand street fairs 
throughout New England. · 
, This program, which will be of interest to all ages, is 
free to the public. Tickets must be picked up at the 
, library in advance as seating space is limited. 
Personals 
To Tim F. I wanted to thank 
you again for dinner and the 
beautiful gift and I thought 
this was an excellent way to 
do it. With love, Robin 
Slap, 
If the sun refused·to shine, 
I would still be loving you. 
If the mountains crumbled 
to the sea, 
There would still be you 
and me. 
Love ya, Cricket 
SUMMER 
JOBS 
$1100 a month FULL TIME 
$450 a month PARTIME 
All majors apply NOW! 
Start when you want 
Call 323-4630 
B.U. and President 
Silber Sued 
The Civil Liberties Union of 
Massachusetts today filed 
suit in Federal District Court 
seeking an injunction to pre-
vent Boston University and 
B.U. President John Silber 
from denying financial aid to 
B.U. students who cannot or 
will not certify that they have 
registerd for the draft and 
from seeking any information 
from students regarding their 
draft registration status. 
The suit comes in the wake 
of a federal court injunction 
in Minnesota which prohibits 
the federal government from 
implanting the so-called 
"Solomon Amendment," leg· 
islation recently approved by 
Congress which attempted to 
make student eligibility for 
federal financial aid condi-
tional on registration for the 
draft. U.S. District Court 
Judge oo·nald Alsop in Min-
nesota enjoined implementa-
tion of the Amendment on the 
grounds that it violated the 
Fifth Amendment privilege 
against compelled testimony 
and was also a "bill of 
attainder," imposing punish-
ment without judicial trial. 
While many university 
administrators responded to 
the Solomon Amendment 
with a pledge to find other 
sources of financial aid for 
students who did not wish to 
certify whether they had reg-
istered and later applauded 
the Minnesota judge's deci-
sion prohibiting implementa-
tio of the legislation, B.U. 
President John Silber fla-
grantly announced his intent 
not only to ignore any injunc-
Uon against requirin;g stu-
dents to submit proof of 
having registered for the 
draft in order to qualify for 
federal assistance, but also to 
apply the same requir:ef11ent 
to B.U. students applying for 
any financial aid, regardless 
of its source. 
Two B.U. students are 
plaintiffs in the suit filed by 
the Civil Liberties Union 
today. Plaintiff John Doe is 
an undergraduate who has 
not registered for the draft 
and does not intend to do so. 
He has been officially 
informed that he must submit 
certification of his draft regis-
tration status to B.U.'s Office 
of Financial Assistance and 
that he will not receive any 
financial aid for the 1983-84 
school year unless he does 
so. Plaintiff John Doe points 
out that he chose to attend 
B.U. in 1980 because B.U. 
had offered him enough 
financial aid to cover the cost 
of his education a'nd that 
t~~;70;~~-t 
without this financial assist-
ance, he will not be able to 
complete his education. 
Plaintiff Paul Poe is a grad-
uate student at B.U. School 
of Theology preparing for 
ordination in the United 
Methodist. Church. The 
Church opposes military 
conscription and supports 
the rights of conscientious 
objectors. Poe asserts that 
B.U., by requiring him to dis-
close whether he has regis-
tered for the draft or is 
exempt from registration, is 
forcing him to comply with an 
enforcement system in con-
flict with his religion and to 
choose between his religious 
convictions and continuation 
of his education. 
The lawsuit raises several 
at:fditional legal claims. The 
plaintiffs point out the B.U.'s 
policy violates both the Min-
nesota decree and the law 
governing the terms of fed-
eral financial assistance. 
The;y claim that B.U.'s policy 
is sex discriminatory, in vio-
lation of the federal Equal 
Credit Act. They assert that 
B.U.'s policy is an invasion of 
privacy, unrelated to any leg-
itimate need of the school for 
information. The suit also 
alleges violations of the state 
civil rights law (by compell-
ing non-registrants to incrim-
inate themselves) and breach 
of contract (by inserting a 
new requirement for financial 
aid, unrelated to need and 
not disclosed to students 
when they first accepted 
B.U.'s offer of admission). 
The students are filing suit 
under fictitious names in 
order to protect themselves 
from self-incrimination and 
invasion of privacy. 
The case is be~ng handled 
for CLUM by the law firm of 
Bingham, Dana & Gould. The 






That's why when you come 
to Preterm, you'll meet with 
a counselor who can answer 
any questions you may have. 
So if you choose an abortion, 
you'll be making the choice 
that's right for you. Call 
738-6210. Preterrn. The most 
. experienced reproductive 
health care center 
in the Northeast. preterm 
A licensed non-profit health care facility. 
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146 
.t .....•••.•..••. , t 
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Russian Club Weekends 
in Manhattan 
By Audrey Zlerglebel 
Members of the Russian 
Club and Prof. Reardan 
joined the Art Club for a 
memorable week-end in New 
York City, -April 15-17. Leav-
ing BSC early Friday, they 
arrived in Manhattan hungry 
shortly after noon and 
headed for lunch at the popu-
lar Russian Tea Room, where 
they enjoyed such slavic gas-
tronomic delights as Chicken 
Kiev, Syrniki, Beef Stgroga-
noff, Griby Smetane, Vodka, 
Russian Tea, and Pirozhki. 
Those with enough energy 
left for more intellectual pur-
suits continued on to see an 
off-off Broadway production 
of Alexander Ostrovosky's 
play Balzaminov's Wedding 
which might well have sur-
prised the author himself. 
Saturday, besides a bad 
turn in the weather, the group 
was surprised by an unex-
pected development at the 
USSR-sponsored Four Con-. 
tinents Bookstore, which was 
closed-of all things- because 
of a management/labor dis-
pute. It was a bit startling to 
meet strikers picketing out-
side a store which distributes 
material published by the 
Soviet Union, and the words 
LOCK-OUT in large red, 
white and blue letters posted 
in the window. Somehow, we 
thought the communists did 
not do such things! Unable to 
enter the store, some of the 
group then went to see a new 
Soviet film, Waiting for 
Gavrilov,-(nothing to do with 
Godot). This too, was some-
thing of an eye-opener, with 
not even a hint of prop-
aganda. 
Sunday morning services 
at the Russian Orthodox 
Cathedral off 5th Ave. proved 
even more spectacular than 
usual, with a visiting bishop 
from Tula (a town south of 
Moscow in the USSR) con-
celebrating mass with the 
regular pastor, a service that 
lasted 21h hours (during most 
of which time the congrega-
tion remains standing), fol-
lowea t>y utrenni chai servea 
in the basement. which 
afforded an opportunity to try 
out conversational Russian 
pn clergy and parishioners. 
Then a walk across Central 
Park to a little-known 
museum off Riverside Drive, 
where Prof. Cerisa Mitchell of 
CUNY, Brooklyn, introduced 
us to the art of Nicholas 
Roerich, a Russian archaelo-
gist and artist (1874-1946), 
born in the Czarist era, who 
emigrated to the U.S. during 
Bolshevik times. His con-
suming interest in the region 
of Tibet and the Himalayas 
resulted in thousands of bril-
liant paintings, mostly in te,m-
pera, which now hang in 
galleries around the world 
from Leningrad to Brandeis 
University. The Roerich 
Museum in Manhattan, not 
well know by the local art 
world, serves as a meeting 
place for White Russians, 
among whom Roerich has a 
large following, and is staffed 
entirely by volunteers. 
Impressions of Sigma Chi 
by Dave Kutcher and is currently the premier Vice President Dave Deep 
One of the nicest experien- fraternity in the nation with and his committee that were 
ces I've had on this campus over 12~,000 members. Many concerned with Sigma Chi. 
was to be allowed to cover, in. prominent colleges in the Mr. Padula will be the frater-
part, the initiation of a new New England area have nity advisor for the coming 
fraternity this past weekend chapters, such as Brown, year and will be supported by 
here at Bridgewater State MIT, URI, U-Conn., and U- an all-star cast of fraternity 
College. This fraternity is Maine at Orono. officers. Michael Bealiveau is 
unlike any other fraternity on Whose idea was it, and who President of Sigma Chi, 
the BSC campus, because is responsible .for the chapter Doug Smith will be Vice Pres-
Sigma Chi is an international now here at BSC? A few ident, and the administrative 
fraternity. Dal Housie, a uni- interested fellows belonging positions will be filled by Eric 
varsity in Nova Scotia, Can- to the former fraternity Pi Emery, secretary, and last, 
ada, has a chapter as well. Upsilon Pi became interested but certainly not least, Eric 
Permit me also to add that in going international after a Johnson, treasurer. Carl 
Sigma Chi is over 125 years ·Conversation with graduate Dietz will be Pledge Master. 
old. BSC will be the 181st resident assistant Peter Pad- This fraternity, unlike other 
chapter and will be desig- ula. Mr. Padula was the pivo- fraternities, is geared toward 
nated as the Theta Zeta local tal character in organizing community services such as 
chapter. the Sigma Chi chapter here at fund raising and "doing good 
The Sigma Chi fraternity is BSC. However, he gives deeds". There is no "hazing" 
held in the highest esteem much praise and credit to for its candidates, but rather 
------------------a twelve week deed doing f - · f obligation for prospective f f members---a rather refresh-
' - IN SERVICE TRAINING ing .change trom the typi~a1 
· , t boring and humorless hazing 
' PROGRAM WORKSHOPS t processes oth~r trate.rnities 
' impose on their cand1date·s. f f Equally impressive are some f Speech-language and hearing In pre-school children t of the people who have for-
' mally belonged to Sigma Chi. 
, f Such notables include Jim f . . f Palmer, John Wayne, ~~vid 
t May 5 - Normal development of speech and Ian- Hartr:nan, and Dr. W1ll1am · i f · ·· t Devries, the surgeon who put t guage in n ants and children , the first artificial heart in Bar-
' ney Clark last December. An f May 12 Language and Social-Emotional t obviously impressive frater-t Development i nity· for our college, as the 
i ' standards and values that 
' . f Sigma Chi represents are t May 19 - Developing Materials & Creating Activi- t morally and ethically sound. 
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Brady's 
Balloons 
To decorate your next 
,college function call 
·Brady's Balloons 
of Taunton 
·We'll make your ·celebration more 
merry with Bright, Bouncy, Helium 
Balloons in a Rainbow of Colors. 
Dances! Spring Festivals! Stage 
Shows! Outdoor Events! 
we also deliver balloon bouquets for that special someone 
Important 
American Women 
By Liz Scroggs 
The following article is part 
eight of a ser;es. 
With the Depression, legis-
lation restricted the emp'loy-
ment of married women and 
there was strong public dis-
approval of women working 
when men were unable to 
find employment. Neverthe-
less, many women performed 
low-paid labor to support 
their families. 
In 1933 Frances Perkins, 
the first woman to hold a 
Cabinet post, was appointed 
to head the Department of 
Labor by President Roosevelt 
and served in his cabinet for 
12 years. Eleanor Roosevelt 
turned her 12 years in the 
White House into a model of 
activism and humanitarian 
concern for future First 
Ladies. 
In 1935 The· National 
Council of Negro Women 
was founded in New York 
with Mary McLeod Bethune 
as President. 
In 1940 the percentage of 
working women was almost 
the same as it had been in 
1900 when one out of five 
women worked for wages. 
Between 1940-60 then umber 
of working women and pro-
portion of working wives 
doubled. 
In 1952 in the United States 
~imone de Beauvoir pub-
lished The Second Sex, a 
scholarly and historical anal-
ysis of the. inferior status of 
women. 
In 1956 Rosa Parks, a black 
seamstress, refused to give 
up her bus seat to a white 
man and was arrested, touch-
ing off the Montgomery, Ala..: 
bama bus boycott. 
In 1957 Daisy Bates, coeditor 
with her husband of a black 
newspaper and President of 
the Arkansas National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement 
of Colored People, acted as 
spokesperson and counselor 
for the nine black youths who 
desegregated Little Rock 
Central High School., 
·in 1960 Women Strike for 
Peace was formed as an out-
growth of protests against 
resumption of nuclear testing 
by the United States and the 
Soviet Union. 
In 1961 the Pres.ident's 
Commission on the Status of 
Women, chaired by Eleanor 
Roosevolt, was established 
by Executive Order 10980, 
with a charge to study seven 
areas: education, private and 
federal employment, social 
insurance and tax laws, pro-
tective labor laws, civil and 
political rights and family 
law, and home and commun-
ity. Esther Peterson, Director 
of the Women's Bureau, was 
the impetus in its establish-
ment with the assistance of 
then Vice President Lyndon 
Johnson. 
The above information is 
from The Spirit of Houston: 
The First National Women's 
Conference. An Official 
-Report to the President, the 
Congress and the People of 
the United States, March 
1979, Washington, D.C. : 
National Commission on the 
Observance of International 
Women's Year, U S. Depart-
ment of State, 1978. 
t ties Within Home, School, and Community , .Personall.y, I am impressed 'w1~ the fellows. During an~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~ f f informal gathering that was 1 1 
i . . held last Friday night, I asked 1 
, Goffe and cc:nversatJOn at 7:00. Le~ture begms promptly f why these people wished to t at 7:30 and will end by 9:30. There 1s no charge tor each t join Sigma Chi. Responses 
lecture and all are welcome to attend. varied but most centered on f For more information contact Dr. Sharon Goldsmith, f loyalty dedication and t extension 2011 or 2132. f comrad~rie. ' 
t .•. t ~ t._ ____ :_.. ____________ t ~~ MAY9, 
Russian Club Raffle Results 
The Russian Club recently sponsored a raffle. The results 
of the drawing are as follows: Anita Baker, first prize (Spring 1 
Ball tickets); Debbie Andrews, second prize (Case of Hei-
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Sports 
Bears Business 
By Mike Storey 
Talk about dreary wea-
ther!!The story about April 
showers is defin1fely true 
around Bridgewater State 
College these days. It seems 
most of our spring sports 
have had more games can-
celled due to the weather 
than they have played so far 
j:his season. 
The field situation isn't any 
bargain either, as there is not 
drainage after a rain storm 
1
leaving th~m like ·a swamp. 
It's a good example of poor 
planning and a waste of 
space on the state's part. 
The men's basebal I team 
(4-4) had a busy weekend as 
they split a doubleheader 
with Framingham State 
romping in thefirstgame (14-
2), but losing (3-1) in the 
second. They celebrated 
Patriot's Day down on the 
Cape with a doubleheader 
versus Mass. Maritime. 
Unfortunately, our guys 
came up on the short end 
twice {10-9}, and (15-5). 
Pitching has been the big 
problem this season. The 
loss of ace Steve Ogden for 
the season with a rotator cuff 
shoulder injury was a severe 
blow to coach Fred Brown's . 
hopes of improving on last 
year's record (12-10). Today 
at 3:00~ p.m. they take on the 
1982 Di.vision 111 Champtons, 
Eastern Connecticut State 
over at Legion Field. 
·The women's lacrosse 
team played problably their 
best game of . the year over 
the weekend in a (6-5) loss to 
a strong Springfield squad. 
The team could end the sea-
son right now with a (3-4) 
record, and still consider it a 
success as they only won one 
game the entire year last sea-
son. Of course, the ladies 
won't settle with that. though. 
Next game is today against 
Plymouth State at 3:00 next 
to the tennis courts. 
The women's softball team 
broke over the .5QO mark (5-
4) with a (9-3) victory over 
Stonehm. It seems like every-
thing is beginning to fall into 
place for Greg Burke's 
cohorts. Next game is versus 
LINH this Saturday away in a 
doubleheader. 
The women's track team is 
having an outstanding sea-
son. Three memoers have 
. already qualified for the 
NCAA championship in 
Naperville, Illinois, held May 
25-26. They are : Karan Par-
kin (discus) with the best 
throw in New England (147' 
W'J, .Andrea Brousaides 
(5,000 meter) with a time of 
(17:47), and Cara Crehan 
(high jump) with a leap of 
{5'5"). The team travels t~ 
Cortland State, New York this 
weekend, where they again 
should do very .well. 
lntramurals 
Many softbal I games have 
been played in less than 
desirable conditions. The 
reason behind this is to have 
a semi-respectable season 
instead of one where you 
play only three or four 
games. So, wear your 
rubbers in the rain for now 
on. 
Team standings for all 
street hockey and softball are 
posted on the Intramural bul-
letin board as usual. 
B.A.l.R.S. 
Triathalon applications are 
available in front of the book-
store or in my office (#114 in 
Kelly Gym). All applications 
must be in by noon the day 
before the Triathalon (April 
26). Keep getting in shape 
and get your team entered . 
A bike trip to Martha's 
Vineyard is being scheduled 
for May 7;-8. Bikes will be 
available on the island, and 
we will camp out in tents for 
the night. All you outdoors 
people see me in my office. 
See you next week at the 
Triathalon!! 
Women's Lacrosse 
Enjoying Fine Season 
By Nina Robe_rts 
effort at each practice ses-
sion as well as in games. 
Bridgewater was on a 
. streak now as they exploded 
The game of Lacrosse is to 2-l· record by winning an 
fast and exciting, .for it s .. 7 battle against Colby. The 
involves continuous move- triumph didn't last long as 
ment and action. These they then traveled and faced 
ingredientsmakeitchalleng-. a 14-0 disappointment 
ing in many ways for the par- against Division I Boston 
ticipant and a thrilling Un.iversity; SSC didn't lose 
experience for the spectator. control of themselves, but 
All season the women on the instead continu'ed to concen-
lacrosse team here at Bridge- trate on understanding the 
water have been working reasons behind the methods 
hard, developing skills and of executing skills and .game 
strategies to be used in com- strategies that have been 
petition against a schedule of explained to them. Another 
difficult contenders. ride on the vans three days 
The first Saturday in April later brought them to Whea-
was not only a beautiful day, ton College where they were 
it was this. team's opening the victims of an 11-6 upset. 
game (away) against Tufts The Lady Bears didn't give 
University. BSC walked away up for one minute. Lasting 
with a 7-1 loss, but also with a energy and a positive mental 
good attitude that this was ·attitude helped this team util-
just the beginning. Senior izetheirskillstofinish in front 
Pam Barnes scored her first · of a 14-5 victory over Pine 
goal against Tufts out of 22 Manor. The following Satur-
goals so far this season. Pam day Division · II Springfield 
is the center for Bridgewater College went on a journey 
and leader displaying quality across the state to struggle 
performance on the field. for superiority .against BSC. 
SSC next defeated Smith Lasf year B~idgewater was 
Coll~ge 7-4 on their home destroyed by SC 23.:2 and 
territory with a condident this time was determined to 
feeling of determ!nation in- conquer their opponents. A 
the air. Pam Barnes scored 4 few inspirational thoughts 
of the 7 points with freshman before the game really fired 
Laurie O'Connef contribut- them up, and they became 
ing the other 3. Laurie is an incredibly psyched. A half-
.aggressive attack player who time score of 3-2 (Spring-
hustles and gives an all out field} meant Bridgewater had 
a chance. With 2 minutes left 
in the game BSC tied the 
score 5-5. The fans, anxious 
and excited, awaited the last 
· whistle as did each player 
and coach. Unfortunately 
BSCjust couldn't put the ball 
iri th~ net once more, but 
Springfield could. The 6-5 
loss was not considered the 
finality,·in the game, but the 
-fact that time ran out before 
'something could be done to 
change the score was. 
Although Pam Barnes is cre-
dited for 3 of the points and 
Laurie O'Connel 2, every 
player gave 200% hustle 
against that team. Senior 
Tracey Lee has been an awe-
some goalie all season-but 
played exceptionally well in 
that game. 
Bridgewater was later 
deteated by both Plymouth -
State and Wellesley College 
to "'bring them to an overall 
record (up to April 23) of 3-6. 
Freshman Lori Raymond has 
been a tremendous asset to 
this year's defensive squad ~ 
along with junior transfer 
Lori Nelson. Speed and 
effective stick work tactics 
make sophomore Ruth 
Debesse · a_nd junior Dot 
Soufy powerful offensive 
threats. Again, every player 
has given their all and put up 
with the mud and the rain 
through weeks of condition-
See LACROSSE page 15 
Bears Looking 
to Even Record 
By Gregory Mathis which was scheduled for 
April 21 was rained out and 
The Bridgewater State rescheduled for May 8th at 
·sears Baseball team is head- home. 
ing into the final twdweeksof Salve Regina was next on 
the season with a 5-7 mark the schedule (April 23) and 
overall (1-3 in the Massachu- BSC split a doubleheader 
setts State College League}, with them, destroying Salve 
after suffering a 3-5 surge in in the first game 16-0, as Uva 
the middle part of the pitched a no-hitter for 5 
schedule. innings, going the distance 
Bridgewater beat Sou- for the shutout. Drew 
theastern Massachusetts cracked a homerun and 
University back on April 14th drove in three runs; while 
by a 5-4 score in front of the McCarthy hit two HA's and 
home crowd. Tony Buroso drove in six runs. 
gr~ the win for the Bears and Bridgewater took a tough 
Dun McCue lead the hitting loss in the second game, 5-4, 
attack. in 8 innings. Rick Denny took 
BSC·followed by splitting a the loss. Whitcomb and Marc 
doubleheader against Fra- Bellatire each had two hits for 
mingham State on April 16th. the Bears. 
Bridgewater routed Fra- A doubleheader against 
mingham in the first game, Westfield State was washed 
14-2, with Rick Denny pick- out on April 24th, the make-
ing up the win. Bill Drew uphasbeensetforMaySthat 
smashed 2 homeruns, and Westfield. 
Bill Simpson added another Most recently, Bridgewater 
to lead the offensive ons- was defeated by S.M.U. 12-9. 
lau·ght. Brendan Shea con- McCarthy hit a homerun and 
tributed with 4 RBl's. Drew Shea added 3 hits, while Uva 
continued to hit well in the took the. loss pitching 5 solid 
second game of the double- innings. 
header, but Bridgewater was Upcoming games for the 
edged 3-1 with Paul Uva pick- Bears are as follows: April 27, 
ing up the loss. at home against Babson; 
The Bears then traveled to April 30, a doubleheader 
the Massachusetts Maritime away against Worcester 
Academy and were handed a State; May 1, two against 
doubleheader sweep. Mass. Fitchburg State, away; and 
Maritime won the first 10-9 May 4th, an away contest 
and followed with a 15-5 vie- with Stonehill. 
tory over the locals. Mccue is leading the team 
In the first game, Kevin in hitting this season with a 
Cadieux made his second .424 average. McCarthy is 
starting appearance of the batting at .421 and leads the 
season and pitched 6 and 2/3 team with 5 homeruns. Drew 
innings in defeat. McCue is third in hitting with a .418 
once again. was the leading mark and second in HR's with 
Bear hitter. Ron McCarthy 3. Whitcomb is hitting .417 
and Tracy Whitcomb both and Simpson is at .412. Both 
homered in the second game. Whitcomb and Simpson have 
A matchup with defending one homerun apiece. 
NCAA Division Ill champions Buroso is leading the 
Eastern Connecticut State pitching staff with two wins. 
============================== 
Tennis Team Struggles Early 
By Gregory Mathis 
The Bridgewater State Col-
ege men's tennis team has 
been struggling thus far in 
the season as their 1-4 record 
shows. However, head coach 
Carl Briggs feels his team is 
capable of better and expects 
they "should do well the res_t 
of the season." 
Bridgewater began the 
season facing two stong 
teams, losing both, 5-4 to the 
University of Lowell and 6-3 
gainst S.M.U. Coach Briggs 
elt his team "played well, and 
I was optimistic (about the 
est of the season) after the 
matches." ' 
The two well-played losses 
were fol lowed by two f'T!Ore 
losses to teams Briggs 
believes "we should have 
beaten."One of those losses 
was to Nichols College 5-4, 
and the other one to Stone- . 
hill, in which 4 out of thetop8 
players were missing. 
Coach Briggs cites key 
players missing matches and 
practices as being one of the 
downfalls of this year's team. 
One of the brightest spots 
on this year's team has been 
the play of senior Peter Kou-
toujian. Koutoujian is unde-
feated this season in singles 
play and Briggs has nothing 
butpraise for his No. 1 player. 
"Peter is a really fiqe player,", 
See TENNIS page 15 
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ing and· practice drills. 
Maryann·. DeMotto, 1'982 
graduate of Springfield Col-: 
lege, has been working 
closely- With Miss Thimas to 
coach these players. There 
are many team and individual 
skills to be mastered in the 
game of lacrosse; Maryann's 
knowledge· and enthusiasm 
has helped them to reach 
their goals. $he gained a per-
sonal respect and admiration 
this season as .she not only 
taught them skills but also 
the values of ~elf-improve­
mentt as an athlete. 
After being on the road for 
a week, Bridgewater will play 
their last home game on Sat-
urday, May 7 at '1 :00 agains1 
Bowdoin College.' If you 
haven't seen these women in 
action, you don't know wha1 
you're missing! Catch, cra-
dle, conquer ... up lacrosse! 
says his coach, "he has a lot 
of confidence on the court 
and is really tough mentally." 
Another bright spot, and 
problably the biggest sµr-
prise of the year has been the 
play of freshman Mark Rider. 
He has only one loss in sin-
gles play this year, playing in 
the No. 2 spot. "Mike has 
been a real surprise this 
year," notes Briggs, "he 
works real hard in practice, 
and is in good shape." Briggs 
also is impressed with the 
variety of shots Rider is able 
to control. . 
From there, things start to 
take a turn for the worse. No. 
3 singles player Eric Montgo-
mery has had a tough sche-
dule this season and as far as 
Briggs is concerned, "has not 
played up to his potential." 
Montgomery. seems to do 
better in doubles play where 
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jian. Another player Briggs 
feels is having a tough sea-
son is Mike Boynton. Boyn::. 
ton is No. 4 on the team and is. 
usually paired with .Rider in 
No. 2 doubles. 
Coacah Briggs has four 
players waiting in the wings 
which he beJieves will. help 
the team. These players 
include freshman Jeff Lea-
vitt, Mark Desrochers, Dan 
Herald, and Brian Murphy,, 
who joined the team late "and 
hasn't had a chance to prove 
himself," as far as Coach 
Briggs can see. Doug Camp-
bell rounds out the squad. 
Bridgewater has a match 
scheduled for today (Thurs-
day) against Eastern Naza-
rene at home. April 30th they 
'play Salve Regina, which will 
also be at home. Then, on 
May 4th, they travel to A_oger 




As the third week of IM softball starts/three men's teams 
emain undefeated. The Snapfish and the Balls both 2-0 lead1 
he way. Also, undefeated are SMEGMA. 
In Division I, co-ed L.A.D lead the. way at 2-0. Followed 
losely by Loud Inc. at 1-0. · 
tn Division 11 co-ed the Relatives (2-0) lead the way with Mr. 
oger's Deviants at 1-0 in second. 
· ·Pitcher of the Week goes to Rob Berger, who pitched. a 
. trong game with his Snackfish Whipping S.0.M.F. 11-0. 
_atch of the Week goes to Colin Braithwaite, who made a long 
unning dive to stop a three run homerun, but saw his team fall 
1-6 to the Relatives. 
Snackfish 2-0 
he Balls 2-0 
LB. 1-1 
he Pigs '1-'1 
N.A.D.S. 1-1 
1.1-0 Mens 1-1 
S.O.M.F. 0-1 
277 0-1 
Co-ed Div. I 
l.A.D. 2-0 
Loud Inc. 1-0 
Rat Dweller '1-1 
Skee Wrotes 0-1 
Smegmettes 0-1 
Tilly Plus 0-1 
Co-Ed Div II 
Frakers Follies 0-2 
SMEGMA 0-0 
The Relatives 2-0 
Mr. Rogers Deviants 1-0 
The Buds 1-0 
Kiley's Killers 0-1 . 
The Juices 0-1 
The Rog rats 0-2 
Men.'s Lacrosse 
The 
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29 Took a gold 
medal 
Bryant H TBA 
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Madrid 36 Tellurium 44 Blunt end 




26 Portico 37 Emulate Dick caravel 
_27 One opposed Tracy 46 Calumniate 
28 Shower 38 Occupy . 47 Resort of sort 32 Rover, for 
one 
33 Exist 
34 -,-- what! 
35 Name 
37 Part of a 
circle: Abbr . 
38 Greek letter 
39 Arrow poison 
40 Gave food to 
41 Article 
42 Border on 
44 Omens 
47 Declaration 
51 Be indiposed 
52 Length of a 
step 





57 Organ of 
hearing 
DOWN 
1 Says further 
29 Tiny 40 Smokes 48 Label 
30 A Gershwin 41 Three-toed 49 High card 
32 .Having folds sloth 50 New Deal 
33 Succor 43 Exist agcy. 
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Liquor Servers Liability 
Conference Planned 
Drunken driving accidents 
kill 26,000 people each year. 
In response to a national 
movement "outraged" at the 
carnage on the highways, 
President Reagan has 
created a special commis-
sion to combat drunken driv-
ing. In a preliminary report, 
this commission recom-
mended development and 
enforcement of dram shop 
laws. 
Dram shop laws hold tav-
erns or other alcohol dis-
pensing establishments 
liable for accidents caused 
by their customers who were 
served while intoxicated and 
later involved in an accident. 
Until recently, lawsuits were 
uncommon, but greater 
attention to the problem has 
lead to a spiraling increase in 
dram shop lawsuits. A tavern 
in Milford, Mass. was held lia-
ble for $40,000. Two Spring-
field, Mass., bars are being 
sued for $330,000 and . a 
Southwick country club 
faces potential liability of 
$3,000,000. Consequently, 
this has lead to spiraling 
increases in liquor liability 
insurance premiums, making 
coverage so expensive as to 
force some establishments 
out of business. 
·Something must be done 
to assist the industry. The 
University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst is exploring the 
possibility of holding a con-
ference that would bring 
together representatives 
from various concerned· 
groups in order to address 
the issues of social and legal 
responsibilities of alcohol 
dispensers. 
The objectives of the con-
ference would be to 1.) 
assess the impact of dram 
shop laws on the alcohol dis-
pensing industry; 2.) exam-
ine the position of the 
insurance industry in provid-
ing adequate pr.otection; 3.) 
evaluate the consequences 














The Great Belt Give-Away 
K--.JCoupon 
Redeem this Coupon At The 
S.U. Hobby Shop For 
I Free Belt Blank 
1 Free Buckle 
(your choice width: 1 %", 1 ", W') 
I Name: ____________ _ 
I 
I l I.D.# 
I 
I 
I r . 
I I 
I only Z belt & buckle per person I I · · limited to -50 belts & .buckles . . I 
L--~------~----~----~- I -----~-· 
Come in to the Hobby Shop to redeem your "Free Belt Buckle 
Coupon". Design your belt with our tools, stamps, dyes, and 
stains.· instructions available for beginners. 
ing education and certifica-
tion of bartenders and other 
alcohol dispensers; and 4.) 
open channels of communi-
cation among concerned 
groups who wish to work 
cooperatively on developing 
positive alternatives for com-
batti ng dispenser liability. 
In order for this conference 
to be successful, your opin-
ions are requested. Please 
send a paragraph or two des-
cribing I.) why you would or 
would not be interested in 
attending such a conference, 
2.) whether or not you would 
be willing to assist as either a 
speaker, presenter, panel 
member, or cosponsor, 3.) 
your particular area of con-
cern, 4.) other comments or 
suggestions, and 5.) your 
name, address, and affiliation 
by May 30, 1983 to : Dram 
Shop Survey, Division of 
Continuing Education, Uni-
versity Library, University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 
01003. 
Dirigo Cruises, in concert 
with the College of Arts & 
Sciences, Northeastern Uni-
versity, announce "Sea Quar-
ter" 1 a tu lly accredited 
academic quarter on board 
the U.S. Flag 95' schooner 
"Harvey Gamage". 
A fall quarter will com-
mence in early September in 
Maine and continue south 
atong the east coast, ending 
in the Bahamas in November. 
A spring quarter will origi-
nate in the American Virgins 
in early April, 1984 and travel 
through the islands of Puerto 
Rico, Hispaniola, the Baha-
mas. and up the east coast 
"Euler Week.; 
ending in Boston. 
25 students will participate 
in operating the vessel and 
"on site" studies at museums, 
libraries, experiment sta-
tions, historical and geologi-
cal sites, to augment · 16 
quarter hour credits - of 
course work in marine and 
maritime studies. 
No previous experience at 
sea is required and young 
men and women are encour-
aged to apply. Credits are 
fully transferable. For 
information: 
Dirgig Cruises 
39 Waterside Lane · 
Clinton, Connecticut 06413 
(203) 669-7068 
Massachusetts Gamma is the B.S.C. chapter of Pi Mu The Incredible 
Epsilon Fraternity which is a national mathematics honor fra- Opportunity 
ter~ity. It was i~stalled on May 10; 1972, as the 172nd chapter $l 
nat.1on::i11y, Sr? m Massachusetts. Membership in this organi- s,o29.to, working part 
zat1.on is restncted to those students who are in the top third of time could be yours for 
!heir class and who· have demonstrated excellence in aca- selling only 3 of our $10.00 
demic achievement in mathematics. units and sponsoring 3 
lectures distributors thru our new 
Tues., May 10, 11 a.m., C214 and exciting multi level 
"Leonard Euler: His Life and Work'',-by Prof. LP.Scalisi. marketing opportunity: 
Wed., May 11, 4:30-p.m., C217 Everyone is a prospect for 
"Platonic Solids and Brussel Sprouts", by Prof. Hugo our product. Send $2.00 to 
D' Alarcao. cover •. ,gostase ad handling 
.. Thurs., May 12, 11 a.m., C214 , .•• ~,~··''"'' ,, ~··· .. "lo "Smokeless Tobacco 
When Euler Went Wrong; thf3 .. ,~~·~tHe·~'35 'Officers'', by Opportunity Pipe, 2554 
.... er;.pf . ..,Thortfas Moore. Lincoln Blvd, Marina Del 
In additlorftoWednesday's lecture, an initiation ceremony Rey, CA 90291 and we will 
for new members will be held - reception at 4:00 p.m. All are send you your distributor's 
welcome to help celebrate "Euler Week". k" it. 
Movin'out? 
"' . 
If you're 18 or over you can ·rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a 
one-way (rent-it-here, lea~e-it-thereJ. trip to another city. 
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end 
of the semester. With a truck you can take along your s.tereo, 10-speed, 
cfothes, all your stuff, and still have plenty of room for one or two other 
people and their things, so you can share the costs. Compare that to a 
p1ane ticket. Or even a bus. . . 
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependa"bfe flee.t in .. ( l~] 
the world ~ Ryder. The best truck money can rent. RYD•R 
~~•t't'olJ~ Inquire at bookstore for 10% discount 
.... ~...:l:lr=~ 
.... Ill.II It.ii-~ Raynham 
Ill;: 111"1 Thrifty Rent-a-Car 
407 New State Hwy. 
Raynham, MA 02767 
Tel: 822-7849 
Brockton 
Ray's Sunshine Seruice 
642 Mc,in St. 
Brockton, MA 
Tel: 583-7765 
